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Am

 

Sco

(2)
 

(e) “collective proceedings” means proceedings which by virtue of section 47B(1) of 
the 1998 Act may be brought before the Tribunal combining two or more claims 

tion 47A of the 1998 Act applies;  

tive settlement” means the settlement of claims by virtue of section 49A 
the 1998 Act; 

 

able, for the purposes of determining 

 

y a time specified by the Tribunal, that the claim should be 
included in the collective proceedings;  

endments to other parts of the Rules ........................................................................................ 22 
Rule 45 Security for Costs ................................................................................................ 22 

pe and interpretation  

 
1. (1)  The rules in this Part concern collective proceedings pursuant to section 47B of the 

1998 Act and collective settlements pursuant to sections 49A and 49B of the 1998 Act. 
 
 In this Part—  

(a) “aggregate award of damages” means an award of damages made by the 
Tribunal in collective proceedings without undertaking an assessment of the 
amount of damages recoverable in respect of each represented person; 
 

(b) “application for a collective proceedings order” means the application referred to 
in rule 3(2)(e);   
 

(c) “class member” means a person falling within the class described in the 
collective proceedings order for those proceedings, or a collective settlement 
order, as applicable;   

 
(d) “class representative” means the person referred to as the representative in 

section 59 of the 1998 Act, being a person who is authorised to bring the 
collective proceedings and includes, for the purposes of these rules, a sub-class 
representative;   

 

to which sec
 

(f) “collective proceedings order” means an order made by the Tribunal authorising 
the continuance of collective proceedings;  

 
(g) “collec

or 49B of 
 

(h) “collective settlement order” means an order authorising the settlement 
representative to act in relation to the collective settlement; 

 
(i) “collective settlement approval order” means an order of the Tribunal approving 

a proposed collective settlement; 

(j) “common issues” means the same, similar or related issues of fact or law;  
 

(k) “domicile date” means the date specified in the collective proceedings order or 
collective settlement order, as applic
whether a person is domiciled in the United Kingdom; 

(l) “opt-in collective proceedings” means collective proceedings which are brought 
on behalf of each class member who opts in by notifying the class representative, 
in a manner and b
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he Tribunal, that the claim should not 
be included in the collective proceedings; and  

iciled in the United Kingdom at a time 
specified and does not, in a manner and by a time specified by the 

 

 
(i) has opted in to opt-in collective proceedings;   

(ii) was domiciled in the United Kingdom on the domicile date and has not 

 

eneral  

 
2. (1) s general powers of case management 

under principal rule 44, including, where there are multiple claims, its power to 
c
of any

 
(2) A collective proceedings order and a collective settlement order may be limited to only 

a

3. (1) P  sending a collective 
proceedings clai

 
(2) The c

 
tative; 

 

 
(c) an address for service in the United Kingdom; 

(d) the name and address of each defendant to the proceedings; 

(m) “opt-out collective proceedings” means collective proceedings which are brought 
on behalf of each class member except—  

 
(i) any class member who opts out by notifying the class representative, in a 

manner and by a time specified by t

 
(ii) any class member who is not dom

Tribunal, opt in by notifying the class representative that the claim 
should be included in the collective proceedings;   

(n) “represented person” means a class member who, in accordance with rule 10—  

 

opted out of opt-out collective proceedings; or  
 

(iii) has opted in to opt-out collective proceedings; 

(o) “settlement representative” means a person who is authorised by a collective 
settlement order to act in relation to a collective settlement. 

G

These rules are without prejudice to the Tribunal’

onsolidate proceedings or hear two or more claims together or transfer all or any part 
 proceedings.  

some parts or issues in the claims to which it relates. 

COLLECTIVE PROCEEDINGS 

M nner of commencing proceedings under section 47B of the 1998 Act 

 
roceedings under section 47B of the 1998 Act must be made by

m form to the Registrar. 

ollective proceedings claim form shall state— 

(a) the full name and address of the proposed class represen

(b) the full name and address of the proposed class representative’s legal 
representative; 
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(e) that the proposed class representative is making an application for a collective 

proceedings order; 
 

(f) whether the order sought is for opt-in collective proceedings or opt-out collective 

(g) whether the parties have used an alternative dispute resolution procedure; and 
 

(h) that the proposed class re ms which it is sought 
to combine in the collective proceedings have a real prospect of success. 

(3) The collective proceedings claim form shall contain— 

, if so, how it is proposed that their 

 

proposed class representative seeks to be 
e 6;  

teria for certification 

me final within the meaning of section 58A of the 1998 

tement of the relevant facts, identifying - where applicable - any 

aimed 
hether an aggregate award of 

which have been undertaken 

 

 a statement of truth signed and dated by the 

 

rred to in paragraph (3)(f) and any other 
document referred to in the collective proceedings claim form; 

proceedings; 
 

presentative believes that the clai

 

 
(a) a description of the proposed class; 

 
(b) a description of any possible sub-classes and

interests may be represented;  
 

(c) n estimate of the number of class (or sub-class) members and the basis for thata
estimate;  

 
(d) a summary of the basis on which the 

authorised to act in that capacity pursuant to rul
 

(e) a summary of the basis on which it is contended that the cri
and approval in rule 7 are satisfied; 

 
(f) whether the claims are in respect of an infringement decision, and if so whether 

that decision has beco
Act; 

 
(g) a concise sta

relevant findings in an infringement decision; 
 

(h) a concise statement of any contentions of law which are relied on; 
 

(i) the relief sought in the proceedings, including an estimate of the amount cl
in damages (where applicable), including w

amages is sought, supported with any calculations d
to arrive at the claimed amount; 

(j) observations on the question in which part of the United Kingdom the 
proceedings are to be treated as taking place for all or for any purpose;  

 
(k) such other matters as may be specified by practice direction, 

 
and its contents shall be verified by
proposed class representative or on his behalf by his duly authorised officer or his legal 
representative. 

(4) There shall be annexed to the collective proceedings claim form— 
 

(a) a copy of any infringement decision refe
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(b) a draft collective proceedings order; and 

 
(c) a draft of the notice referred to in rule 9.  

 
(5) ginal of the collective proceedings 

claim form (and its annexes) must be accompanied by ten copies certified by the 
the original. 

Re

4. (1) claim form, the Registrar shall send an 
acknowledgment of receipt to the proposed class representative and send a copy of the 

(2) The Registrar shall, as soon as practicable, publish a summary of the collective 

(3) to give 

 
(4) The Tribunal may give directions — 

(a) as regards any question concerning service out of the jurisdiction; 

application for a 
ollective proceedings order; 

(c) s to the time by which any person with a legitimate interest (including any class 
r a collective proceedings order or the 

authorisation of the proposed class representative; 

(e) as to a stay of proceedings while the parties attempt to compromise the 
esolution or other means.  

(5) Subject to any directions of the Tribunal, the defendant need not, before the hearing of 

(6) A defendant who opposes an application for a collective proceedings order does not, by 

 
 proceedings order, after hearing the parties, only—  

on who, if the 
rder were made, the Tribunal could authorise to act as the class representative in 

 Unless the Tribunal otherwise directs, the signed ori

proposed class representative or his legal representative as conforming to 

sponse to a collective proceedings claim form 

 
On receiving a collective proceedings 

claim form to each defendant or direct that the proposed class representative do so.  
 
 

proceedings claim form on the Tribunal website. 
 

As soon as practicable, the Tribunal shall hold a case management conference 
directions in relation to the application for a collective proceedings order.   

 

 
(b) as to the time by which the defendant must respond to the 

c
 

a
member) may object to the application fo

 
(d) regarding the hearing of the application; or  

 

proceedings by alternative dispute r
 

the application for a collective proceedings order, file an acknowledgement of service 
or defence to the collective proceedings claim form.  

 
 

doing so, lose any right that the defendant may have to dispute the Tribunal’s 
jurisdiction.  

Determination of the application for a collective proceedings order  

5. (1) The Tribunal may make a collective
 

(a) if it considers that the person who brought the proceedings is a pers
o
those proceedings in accordance with rule 6; and 
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(b) in respect of claims or specified parts of claims which are eligible for inclusion 

(2) y attach such conditions to the 
order or give such directions as it thinks fit, including—   

(a) irections for the filing of an acknowledgement of service and defence, and other 

(b) directions regarding any class member who is a child or person who lacks 

uthor

(a) whether or not that person is a class member, but 

ble for that person to act 
as a class representative in the collective proceedings. 

(2) In determining whether it is just and reasonable for a person to act as the class 

 
the class members;  

 

embers;   
 

 be the most suitable person 
 act as such;  

 
ay the defendant’s recoverable costs if ordered to do so; and 

 

 
posed class representative would act fairly and 
lass members for the purposes of paragraph (2)(a), 

the Tribunal will take into account all the circumstances, including—  

(a) whether the proposed class representative is a member of the class, and if so, his 

 

ctions of that body; 
 

ed persons 
and for notifying represented persons of the progress of the proceedings; 
and  

in collective proceedings in accordance with rule 7. 
 

 If the Tribunal makes a collective proceedings order it ma

 
d
pleadings; and 
 

capacity within the meaning of the Mental Capacity Act 2005.  

A ation of the class representative  is

 
6. (1) The Tribunal may authorise a person to act as the class representative—  
 

 
(b) only if the Tribunal considers that it is just and reasona

 
 

representative, the Tribunal will consider whether that person— 

(a) would fairly and adequately act in the interests of 

(b) does not have, in relation to the common issues for the class members, a material 
interest that is in conflict with the interests of class m

(c) (if there is more than one person seeking approval to act as the class 
representative in respect of the same claims) would
to

(d) will be able to p

(e) where an interim injunction is sought, will be able to satisfy any cross-
undertaking in damages required by the Tribunal.  

(3) In determining whether the pro
adequately in the interests of the c

 

suitability to manage the proceedings; 

(b) if the proposed class representative is not a member of the class, whether it is a 
pre-existing body and the nature and fun

(c) whether the proposed class representative has prepared a plan for the collective 
proceedings that satisfactorily includes—  

 
(i) a method for bringing the proceedings on behalf of represent
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akes into account 

the size and nature of the class; and  
 

nal orders that the proposed class representative must provide. 
 

on 
issues that are not shared by all the represented persons, the Tribunal may approve a 

. (1) The Tribunal may certify claims as eligible for inclusion in collective proceedings 

luded in the collective proceedings—  
 

 ise common issues; and 

eedings. 

(2) In deter
for th
thinks fit, i  not limited to — 

 

 

(c) hether any separate proceedings making claims of the same or a similar nature 

(e) whether it is possible to determine for any person whether he is or is not a 

(f) whether the claims are suitable for an aggregate award of damages; and 

or opt-out proceedings, 
the Tribunal will take into account all matters it thinks fit, including but not limited to 

o those set out in paragraph (2)— 
 

 

(ii) a procedure for governance and consultation which t

(d) any estimate of and/or details of arrangements as to costs, fees or disbursements 
which the Tribu

(4) If the represented persons include a sub-class of persons whose claims raise comm

person who satisfies the criteria for approval in paragraph (1) to act as the class 
representative for that sub-class.  

Certification of the claims as eligible for inclusion in collective proceedings  
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where, having regard to all the circumstances, it is satisfied by the proposed class 
representative that the claims sought to be inc

(a) are brought on behalf of an identifiable class of persons;  
 

(b) ra
 

(c) are suitable to be brought in collective proc
 

mining whether the claims are suitable to be brought in collective proceedings 
e purposes of paragraph (1)(c), the Tribunal will take into account all matters it 

ncluding but

(a) whether collective proceedings are  an appropriate means for the fair and 
efficient resolution of the common issues; 

(b) the costs and the benefits of continuing the collective proceedings;  
 
w
have already been commenced by members of the class; 
 

(d) the size and the nature of the class; 
 

member of the class;  
 

 
(g) the availability of alternative dispute resolution and any other means of resolving 

the dispute.  
 

(3) In determining whether collective proceedings should be opt-in 

the following additional matters t

(a) the strength of the claims; and 
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(b) whether it is practicable for the proceedings to be brought as opt-in collective 
proceedings, having regard to all the circumstances, including the estimated 
amount of damages that individual class members may recover. 

 

 

ought to be included in the collective proceedings; or 

led.  

(5) Any me ber of the proposed class may apply to make submissions either in writing or 

The collectiv

 
8. 

ust—  

(b) state the name of each defendant;  
 

(c) escribe or otherwise identify the class and any sub-classes;  
 

(f) tate whether the collective proceedings are opt-in or opt-out collective 

(g) pecify the domicile date; 
 

 the time and the manner by which—  

 
of opt-out collective proceedings, a class member who is 
 the United Kingdom on the domicile date may opt out and a 

class member who is not domiciled in the United Kingdom on the 

(i) order the publication of a notice to class members in accordance with rule 9; and  

gdom in which the collective proceedings are to 
e treated as taking place. 

 

(4) At the hearing of the application for a collective proceedings order, the Tribunal may 
hear any application by the defendant— 

(a) under principal rule 40(1), to reject in whole or part any or all of the claims 
s
 

(b) under principal rule 41(1), for summary judgment as if the defence had been 
fi

 
m

orally at the hearing of the application for a collective proceedings order. 

e proceedings order  

(1) A collective proceedings order must authorise the class representative to act as such in 
continuing the collective proceedings and m

 
(a) state the name and address for service of the class representative or, where there 

are sub-classes, representatives; 
 

d

(d) describe or otherwise identify the claims certified for inclusion in the collective 
proceedings;   

 
(e) state the remedy sought;  

 
s
proceedings; 

 
s

(h) specify
 

(i) in the case of opt-in collective proceedings, a class member may opt in; 
and  

(ii) in the case 
domiciled in

domicile date may opt in;   
 

 
(j) specify the part of the United Kin

b
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(2) In describing or otherwise identifying the class for the purposes of paragraph (1)(c), it is 
not necessary for the order to name or specify the number of the class members. 

otice dings order  

 
. (1) The class representative must give notice of the collective proceedings order to class 

 
(2) The notice referred to in paragraph (1) must—  

 
(a) incorporate or annex the collective proceedings order; 

(b) identify each defendant; 
 

(c) mary in plain and easily understood language of the collective 
proceedings claim form and the common issues; 

 
(d)

e may be;  
 

quired to do and by what date so as to opt into or opt out of the collective 

(f) give such other information as the Tribunal directs.  

e time and in the manner specified in the collective 
proceedings order—  

 the collective proceedings; 
or  

(b) in the case of opt-out collective proceedings, either—  
 

(i) opt out of the collective proceedings; or  

(ii) if not domiciled in the United Kingdom at the domicile date, opt into the 

 A class member who does not opt in or opt out in accordance with paragraph (1) may 

 
(3) aragraph (2), the Tribunal will 

consider all circumstances, including in particular—  
 

 
(b) whether the defendant would suffer substantial prejudice if permission were 

 

N  of the collective procee

9
members in a form and manner approved by the Tribunal.  

 

   

 contain a sum

 include a statement explaining that any judgment on the common issues for the 
class members or any sub-class will bind represented persons in the class, or 
those within the sub-class, as the cas

(e) draw attention to the provisions of the order setting out what a class member is 
re
proceedings, as the case may be; and  

 

Opting in and opting out of collective proceedings  

 
10. (1) A class member may on or before th

 
(a) in the case of opt-in collective proceedings, opt into

 

 

collective proceedings.  
 

(2)
not do so without the permission of the Tribunal.  

 In considering whether to grant permission under p

(a) whether the delay was caused by the fault of that class member; and  

granted.  
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(4) A class member who has already brought a claim that raises one or more of the 
common issues set out in the collective proceedings order may not be a represented 

t in Scotland, to sist that claim.   

Class re

1 class representative must 
e f those class members who, in 
a ase may be, of the collective 

 
(2) The class r p t, make such register available for inspection by 

cope of the collective proceedings 

gs bring different claims or bring 

Stay, v

(2) In deciding whether to vary or revoke a collective proceedings order, the Tribunal shall 
ccount of all the relevant circumstances, including in particular – 
 

 rule 6 and if not, whether a suitable alternative class representative can 

pursuant to rule 15 and he will not be replaced. 

(3) If the Tribunal makes an order under paragraph (1), the order may also make further 

hat purpose, the Tribunal may—  
 

 parties; or 
 

person unless, before the specified time, the class member discontinues or applies, as 
regards a claim brought in England, Wales or Northern Ireland, to stay that claim or, as 
regards a claim brough

cords 

 
1 . (1) Once a collective proceedings order has been made, the 

stablish a register on which it will record the names o
ccordance with rule 10, opt in or opt out, as the c

proceedings.   

e re entative must, on requess
the Tribunal and any defendant and by such other person as the Tribunal may direct.  

S

 
 A cl12. ass representative may not in collective proceedin

claims against different defendants to those specified in the collective proceedings 
order. 

ariation or revocation of the collective proceedings order  

 
13. (1) The Tribunal may at any time, either of its own initiative or on the application of the 

class representative, a represented person or a defendant, make an order for the 
variation or revocation of the collective proceedings order, or for the stay or sist of 
collective proceedings generally. 

 

take a

(a) whether the criteria for certification of claims set out in rule 7 still apply or apply 
in the same way as when the order was made; and 
 

(b) whether the class representative continues to satisfy the criteria for authorisation 
set out in
be authorised; 

 
(c) whether the Tribunal has granted the class representative permission to withdraw 

 

provision including—  
 
(a) that the proceedings should be discontinued in whole or in part or continue 

between different parties and, for t

(i) order the addition, removal or substitution of

(ii) order the amendment of the collective proceedings claim form; 
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(b) that there be substituted as the class representative another person who satisfies 
the criteria for approval in rule 6; 
 

(4) If the Tribunal varies the collective proceedings order so as to alter the description or 

me for the purposes of rules 8 
and 10

Individ
 
14. (1)  If 

perso gs, he must promptly give notice 
of that fact: 

 persons; and 
 

pplications for withdrawal by the class representative  

 
15. (1) A clas ollective 

proceedings if the Tribunal

 
at the class representative has given notice of the application to 

rm and manner approved by the Tribunal; 

mission for the class representative to withdraw from acting in 
tative is approved, the Tribunal will give 

oceedings which may include provision that 
the proceedings should continue as one or more proceedings between different parties 

collective proceedings  

 
16. (1) The Tribunal may, at any time, give any directions it thinks appropriate for the case 

ective proceedings.  
 

such directions may, in particular, 

  

(b) the common issues for a sub-class be determined together;  

(c) as regards costs. 
 

identification of class members, it may also make any other orders that it considers 
appropriate, including an order relating to the specified ti

. 

ual settlement by the class representative 

the class representative is a member of the class and settles in whole or part his 
nal claim included within the collective proceedin

 
(a) to all represented

(b) to the Tribunal. 

A

s representative may only withdraw from acting in that capacity in the c
 gives permission for the withdrawal.  

 
(2) The Tribunal will only give permission for the withdrawal under paragraph (1)—  

(a) if it is satisfied th
withdraw to represented persons in a fo
and  

 
(b) on conditions as to costs that the Tribunal considers just.  

 
(3) If the Tribunal gives per

that capacity and no substitute class represen
directions for the future conduct of the pr

or be discontinued.  

Case management of the 

management of the coll

(2) Without limitation to the generality of paragraph (1), 
order that—  

(a) the common issues for the class be determined together;  
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(c) issues that are relevant only to certain represented persons (“individual issues”) 
be determined in further hearings either separately or at the same time; or 

 
(d) the class representative give notice in such manner as the Tribunal directs to 

tative.  

wers under these rules to order disclosure, the 
Tribunal may order, on any terms it thinks fit, disclosure to be given— 

ngs to any other party; 
 

r represented person (including a person 
 defendant. 

Notices  

18.  to, a 
notice, this does not affect a step taken, order made, or judgment given, in the collective 

 the 
sub-class of represented persons or individual represented persons to whom it shall not 

ly.  

(2 The class representative must give notice of any judgment or order to all represented 

(3 The notice referred to in paragraph (2) must (unless ordered otherwise by the 

 

 

 
(i) explaining that represented persons may be entitled to individual 

remedies;  
 

 take those steps;  
 

represented persons of any step taken by the class represen
 

(3) If the Tribunal directs that the participation of any represented persons is necessary in 
order to determine individual issues, the class representative must give notice of the 
further hearings to those persons in a form and manner approved by the Tribunal.    

Disclosure  

 
17. (1)  Notwithstanding the Tribunal’s general po

 
(a) by any party to the collective proceedi

(b) by the class representative to any or all represented persons; and 
 

(c) by any represented person to any othe
within a different sub-class), the class representative or the

 
If a class member or represented person does not receive, or fails to respond

proceedings, unless the Tribunal orders otherwise.  

Judgments and orders  

 
19. (1)  A judgment or order of the Tribunal made in collective proceedings may specify

app
 

) 
persons in a form and manner approved by the Tribunal.  

 
) 

Tribunal)—  

(a) incorporate or annex the judgment or order;   

(b) if it relates to a judgment on common issues in favour of represented persons, 
include a statement in plain and easily understood language—  

(ii) stating the steps that must be taken to claim that remedy; and   
 

(iii) stating the consequences of failing to
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(c) if it  relates to a judgment on common issues against represented persons, include 
a statement— 

 

rects.  

Asse

0. (1) W
a
that award. 

(2) 

son may receive is determined; 
 

rding the quantification of the amount which he will 

 
sons, in such manner as the 
directions should be given 

pursuant to paragraph (1), and any represented person may apply to make submissions 
or orally at that hearing. 

ribunal makes an award of damages in opt-out collective proceedings, it 
 on behalf of the represented 

 

 
(i) informing them that an appeal may be brought only by the class 

representative; and 

(ii) stating the date by which the class representative would have to serve a 
notice of appeal or application for permission to appeal;  

 
(d) if the Tribunal has specified under paragraph (1) that some represented persons 

are not bound by the judgment or order, a statement to that effect; and  
 

(e) give such other information as the Tribunal di

ssment of damages 

 
2 here the Tribunal makes an aggregate award of damages, it shall give directions for 

ssessment of the amount that may be claimed by individual represented persons out of 

 
Directions given pursuant to paragraph (1) may include – 
 

(a) a method or formula whereby such amounts shall be quantified; 
 

(b) provision for making an interim payment before the final amount which a 
epresented perr

(c) appointment of an independent third party to determine a claim or dispute  by 
any r sented person rega epre
receive, and provision for payment of the costs of that independent third party; 
and 

 
(d) a requirement that the apportionment of the aggregate award as between 

represented persons is approved by the Tribunal. 

(3) The class representative shall give notice to represented per
Tribunal shall direct, of any hearing to determine what 

either in writing 

Distribution of award  

 
1. (1) Where the T2

must make an order providing for the damages to be paid
ersons to— p

(a) he class representative; or t
 

(b) such person other than a represented person as the Tribunal thinks fit. 
 
 (2) Where the Tribunal makes an award of damages in opt-in collective proceedings, it may 

make an order as described in paragraph (1). 
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(3)

(a) the date by which represented persons must claim their entitlement to a share of 

(b) the date by which the class representative or person specified pursuant to 

inks fit. 
 

bunal is notified that there are undistributed damages pursuant to 
ay make an order directing that all or part of any undistributed 

damages is paid to the class representative in respect of all or part of any costs, fees or 

its discretion under paragraph (4), the Tribunal may itself determine the 
amounts to be paid in respect of costs, fees or disbursements or may direct that any such  

s judge of the High Court or a taxing officer of the 
Supreme Court of  Northern Ireland or the Auditor of the Court of Session. 

(6) Subject to any order made under paragraph (4), the Tribunal shall order that all or part 

that order shall be sent to that charity. 

Collective se ve proceedings order has been made: opt-out collective 
proceedings 

 
22. (1

roceedings are opt-out collective proceedings, an 
er may be made to the Tribunal by— 

 

e proposed 
settlement are just and reasonable, supported by evidence which may include any 
report by an independent expert or any opinion of the applicants’ legal 
representative(s) as to the merits of the collective settlement; 
 

 An order made in collective proceedings pursuant to paragraph (1), shall specify— 
 

that aggregate award; 
 

paragraph (1)(b) shall notify the Tribunal of any undistributed damages which 
have not been claimed; and 

 
(c) any other matters as the Tribunal th

(4) Where the Tri
paragraph (3)(b), it m

disbursements incurred by him in connection with the collective proceedings. 
 

(5) In exercising 

amounts be determined by a cost

 
 

of any undistributed damages is paid to the charity designated in accordance with 
section 47C(5) of the 1998 Act and a copy of 

COLLECTIVE SETTLEMENTS 

ttlement where a collecti

) Where a collective proceedings order has been made in respect of claims and the 
Tribunal has specified that the p
application for a collective settlement approval ord

(a) the class representative; and 
 

(b) the defendant in the collective proceedings, or if there is more than one 
defendant, such of them as wish to be bound by the proposed collective 
settlement. 

 
(2) The application referred to in paragraph (1) must— 

 
(a) provide details of the claims to be settled by the proposed collective settlement; 

 
(b) set out the terms of the proposed collective settlement, including any related 

provisions as to the payment of costs, fees and disbursements;  
 

(c) contain a statement that the applicants believe that the terms of th
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(d) specify how any ive settlement are to be paid and 
distributed;  

 
(f) set out the form and manner by which the class representative proposes to give 

this rule will apply; or 

(ii) class members, in a case where it is expected that paragraph (10) of this 

 
(3) al otherwise directs, the signed original of the application for a 

collective settlement approval order (and its annexes) must be accompanied by ten 
egal representative as conforming to 

the original. 

(4) On receiving an application for a collective settlement approval order, the Tribunal may 

 
(a) r the confidential treatment of any part of an application for a collective 

(c) r further evidence to be filed on the merits of the proposed collective 

(d) r the hearing of the application. 

(5) Any represented person or, in a case where paragraph (10) of this rule applies, any class 

nt approval order. 
 

(6) A
appro at the terms of the collective settlement are just 
and reasonable. 

(7) In determ erms are just and reasonable, the Tribunal shall take 
account of all relevant circumstances, including— 

(b) the number or estimated number of persons likely to be entitled to a share of the 

(c) the likelihood of judgment being obtained in the collective proceedings for an 

(d) e likely duration and cost of the collective proceedings if they proceeded to 

 

sums received under the collect

 
(e) annex a draft collective settlement approval order; and 

notice of the application to: 
 

(i) represented persons, in a case where it is expected that paragraph (9) of 

 

rule will apply. 

 Unless the Tribun

copies certified by the class representative or his l

 

give any directions it thinks fit, including— 

fo
settlement approval order; 
 

(b) for the giving of or dispensing with the notice referred to in paragraph (2)(f);  
 
fo
settlement; and 
 
fo

 

member may apply to make submissions either in writing or orally at the hearing of the 
application for a collective settleme

t the hearing of the application, the Tribunal may make a collective settlement 
val order where it is satisfied th

 
ining whether the t

 
(a) the amount and terms of the settlement, including any related provisions as to the 

payment of costs, fees and disbursements; 
 

settlement; 
 

amount significantly in excess of the amount of the settlement; 
 

th
trial; 
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(e) any opinion by an independent expert and any legal representative of the 
applicants;  

 
n in a case to which paragraph (9) of this rule 

applies, or of any class member in a case to which paragraph (10) of this rule 

any unclaimed balance of the 
settlement, but a provision that any unclaimed balance of the settlement amount 

(8)  collective settlement approval order shall specify the time and manner by which— 

er, as the case may be, who is domiciled in 
the United Kingdom on the domicile date may opt out of the collective 

(b)  represented person or class member, as the case may be, who is not domiciled 

ii)] within which  
persons may opt out or (if not domiciled in the United Kingdom) opt in to the collective 

 

e in a manner and by a time specified in the collective settlement 
approval order;  and 

n to the collective settlement by notifying the class representative in 
 manner and by a time specified in the collective settlement approval order. 

 
(10)

class 
bers except— 

 
lass 

representative in a manner and by a time specified in the collective settlement 

not domiciled in the United Kingdom on the domicile date and 
does not opt in to the collective settlement by notifying the class representative in 

 
(11) collective settlement, the class representative 

must give notice of the terms of the settlement and its approval, in a form and manner 

(f) the views of any represented perso

applies; and 
 

(g) the provisions regarding the disposition of 

shall revert to the defendants shall not of itself be considered unreasonable. 
 

 
A

 
(a) a represented person or class memb

settlement; and  
 

a
in the United Kingdom on the domicile date may opt in to the collective 
settlement. 

 
(9) Where the Tribunal approves the collective settlement after the expiry of the period 

specified in the collective proceedings order pursuant to rule [8(1)(g)(

proceedings, the collective settlement approval order binds all represented persons 
except— 

(a) a person who opts out of the collective settlement by notifying the class 
representativ

 
(b) a person who is not domiciled in the United Kingdom on the domicile date and 

does not opt i
a

 Where the Tribunal approves the collective settlement before the expiry of the period 
referred to in paragraph (9), the collective settlement approval order binds all 
mem

(a) a person who opts out of the collective settlement by notifying the c

approval order;  and 
 

(b) a person who is 

a manner and by a time specified in the collective settlement approval order. 

 If the Tribunal approves the proposed 

approved by the Tribunal, to the represented persons in a case to which paragraph (9) 
applies, or to the class members in a case to which paragraph (10) applies, and to any 
other persons as the Tribunal may direct. 
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(12) If one or more of the represented persons or class members are to be omitted from the 

 
(a) order the addition, removal or substitution of parties; 

(c) make any other order that it considers appropriate. 

 
23. 

the proceedings are opt-in collective proceedings, the class 
representative may not without the permission of the Tribunal settle those proceedings 

order may be made to the Tribunal by— 
 

(b) the person who, if collective proceedings were brought in respect of the claims 
ere more than one person 

would be a defendant in those proceedings, such of those persons as wish to be 

  
 in paragraph (1) shall— 

 

 
(b) provide a summary of the basis on which the proposed settlement representative 

a description of the proposed settlement class; 
 

asis for that 
estimate; 

ils of the claims to be settled by the proposed collective settlement;  

collective settlement, the Tribunal may permit the proceedings to continue as one or 
more claims between different parties and for that purpose— 

 
(b) order the amendment of the collective proceedings claim form; or  

 

Collective settlements where a collective proceedings order has been made: opt-in 
roceedings p

Where a collective proceedings order has been made in respect of claims and the 
Tribunal has specified that 

before the expiry of the time specified in the collective proceedings order as the time by 
which a class member may (without the permission of the Tribunal) opt in to those 
proceedings.  

Collective settlements where a collective proceedings order has not been made 

Collective settlement order 

24. (1)  An application for a collective settlement 

(a) a person who proposes to be the settlement representative in relation to the 
collective settlement; and 

 

would be a defendant in those proceedings (or wh

bound by the proposed collective settlement). 

(2) The application for a collective settlement order referred to

(a) identify the proposed settlement representative; 

seeks to be authorised to act in that capacity pursuant to paragraphs (9) – (11); 
 

(c) identify the person or persons who would be a defendant or defendants in 
collective proceedings and who it is proposed will be parties to the collective 
settlement;  

 
(d) provide 

(e) provide an estimate of the number of class members and the b

 
(f) provide deta
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(g) provide a summary of the basis on which the claims, if they had been made in 
collective proceedings, would satisfy the requirements of rule 7; and 

(iii) a draft of the notice referred to in paragraph (15). 

(3) Unless the Tribunal otherwise directs, the signed original of the application for a 

as 
conforming to the original. 

[Respo
 

(4) ive settlement order, the Tribunal may give any 
ion. 

[D t rm
 

sentative is 
ho, if the order were made, the Tribunal could authorise to act as the 

t representative in relation to the collective settlement in accordance 

 
t, would be 

 
(7) A  the Tribunal may 

e any other directions as it considers appropriate. 

 to make submissions either in 

(9) The Tribunal may authorise a person to act as the settlement representative only if it 

(10) In determining whether it is just and reasonable for a person to act as the settlement 
on— 

members; and 
 

 
(h) annex— 

 
(i) a draft collective settlement order; 

 
(ii) a draft of the summary referred to in paragraph (5); and 

 

 

collective settlement order (and its annexes) must be accompanied by ten copies 
certified by the proposed settlement representative or his legal representative 

nse to an application for a collective settlement order] 

On receiving an application for a collect 
directions it thinks fit, including for the hearing of the applicat

 
(5) The Registrar shall, as soon as practicable, publish a summary of the application for a 

collective settlement order on the Tribunal website. 

e e ni ation of the application for a collective settlement order] 

(6) The Tribunal may make a collective settlement order only—  
 

(a) if it considers that the person who proposes to be the settlement repre
a person w
settlemen
with paragraphs (9) – (11); and 

(b) in respect of claims which, if collective proceedings were brough
eligible for inclusion in such proceedings in accordance with rule 7. 

t the hearing of the application for a collective settlement order,
make— 

 
(a) a collective settlement order; and 

 
(b) any other order or giv

 
(8) Any member of the proposed settlement class may apply

writing or orally at the hearing of the application for a collective settlement order. 
 

considers that it is just and reasonable.  
 

representative, the Tribunal will consider whether that pers
 

(a) would fairly and adequately act in the interests of the class 
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(b) does not have, in relation to the common issues for the class members, a material 
interest that is in conflict with the interests of the class members.  

 In determining whether the proposed
 

(11)  settlement representative would act fairly and 
adequately in the interests of the class members for the purposes of paragraph (10)(a), 

(a) whether the proposed settlement representative is a member of the settlement 

(b) if the proposed representative is not a member of the settlement class, whether it 
re and functions of that body; and 

 
 for the 

collective settlement that satisfactorily includes—  

ss of 
the collective settlement; and  

collective settlement involves payment of an 
aggregate amount, a procedure for  determination of claims by class 

The 
 

in accordance with paragraph 

(13) A collectiv  e tl ther provision the Tribunal considers 
ap
 

(14) In describ
(12)(c), it is 
members.

 order]  

al.  

the Tribunal will take into account all the circumstances, including— 
 

class, and if so, his suitability to manage the settlement; 
 

is a pre-existing body and the natu

(c) whether the proposed settlement representative has prepared a plan

 
(i) a method for notifying the class members of the fact and progre

 
(ii) where the proposed 

members to be paid out of that amount that takes into account the 
size and nature of the settlement class. 

[ collective settlement order]  

(12) A collective settlement order must authorise the settlement representative to continue to 
act in relation to the collective settlement and must— 

 
(a) state the name and address of the settlement representative; 

 
(b) state the name of each party to the collective settlement who would be a 

defendant had collective proceedings been brought; 
 

(c) describe or otherwise identify the settlement class; 
 

(d) describe or otherwise identify the claims to be settled by the collective 
settlement; 
 

(e) specify the domicile date; and 
 

(f) order the publication of a notice to class members 
(15). 
 

e s t e ent order may include any om
propriate.  

ing or otherwise identifying the settlement class for the purposes of paragraph 
not necessary for the order to name or specify the number of the class 

 

[
 
Notice of the collective settlement

(15) The settlement representative must give notice of the collective settlement order to class 
members in a form and manner approved by the Tribun
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(16) The notice referred to in paragraph (15) must—  

 

 
language of the claims to be 

settled by the collective settlement; 

tatement explaining that the subsequent making of a collective 
ettlement approval order will bind:- 

(i) a class member domiciled in the United Kingdom on the domicile date 

 
(ii) a class member who is not domiciled in the United Kingdom on the 

(d) give such other information as the Tribunal directs.  

may, either of its own initiative or on the application of a class member or 
ion or revocation of the collective settlement order. 

5. (1)  Where the Tribunal has made a collective settlement order, an application for a 
 to the Tribunal by— 

 

ceedings (or where more than one person 
would be a defendant in those proceedings, such of those persons as wish to be 

 
(2) The application referred to in paragraph (1) must— 

 
(a) tive settlement; 

 

 
 the terms of the proposed 

settlement are just and reasonable, supported by evidence which may include any 
 opinion of the applicants’ legal 

representative(s) as to the merits of the collective settlement; 

d 
distributed;  

tive proposes to 
give notice of the application to members of the settlement class. 

(a) incorporate or annex the collective settlement order; 

(b) contain a summary in plain and easily understood 

 
(c) include a s

s
 

who does not opt out of the collective settlement; and  

domicile date who opts in to the collective settlement; and 
 

[Variation or revocation of the collective settlement order]  
 

(17) The Tribunal 
party, make an order for the variat

Collective settlement approval order 

2
collective settlement approval order may be made

 
(a) the settlement representative; and  

(b) the person who, if collective proceedings were brought in respect of the claims, 
would be a defendant in those pro

bound by the proposed collective settlement). 

 

 provide details of the claims to be settled by the proposed collec

(b) set out the terms of the proposed collective settlement, including any related 
provisions as to the payment of costs, fees and disbursements;  

(c) contain a statement that the applicants believe that

report by an independent expert or any

 
(d) specify how any sums received under the collective settlement are to be paid an

 
(e) annex a draft collective settlement approval order; and 

 
(f) set out the form and manner by which the settlement representa
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(3) Unless the Tribunal otherwise directs, the signed original of the application for a 

(4) On receiving an application for a collective settlement approval order, the Tribunal may 

ettlement approval order; 

graph (2)(f);  

 

 the hearing of the application for a collective settlement approval 
order. 

(4) At the hearing of the application, the Tribunal may make a collective settlement 

e amount and terms of the settlement, including any related provisions as to the 
payment of costs, fees and disbursements; 

rsons likely to be entitled to a share of the 
settlement; 

being obtained if the claims were made in collective 
roceedings for an amount significantly in excess of the amount of the 

 

ch proceeded to trial; 
 

expert and any legal representative of the 
applicants;  

(g) the provisions regarding the disposition of any unclaimed balance of the 

not of itself be considered unreasonable. 

l specify the time and manner by which— 

collective settlement approval order (and its annexes) must be accompanied by ten copies 
certified by the class representative or his legal representative as conforming to the 
original. 
 

give any directions it thinks fit, including— 
 

(a) for the confidential treatment of any part of an application for a collective 
s
 

(b) for the giving of or dispensing with the notice referred to in para
 

(c) for further evidence to be filed on the merits of the proposed collective 
settlement; and 
 

(d) for the hearing of the application. 

(3) Any member of the proposed settlement class may apply to make submissions in 
writing or orally at

 
 

approval order where it is satisfied that terms of the collective settlement are just and 
reasonable. 
 

(5) In determining whether the terms are just and reasonable, the Tribunal shall take 
account of all relevant circumstances, including— 

 
(a) th

 
(b) the number or estimated number of pe

 
(c) the likelihood of judgment 

p
settlement; 

(d) the likely duration and cost of proceedings if the claims were made in collective 
proceedings whi

(e) any opinion by an independent 

 
(f) the views of any member of the settlement class; and 

 

settlement, but a provision that any unclaimed balance of the settlement amount 
shall revert to the parties paying or contributing to the settlement amount shall 

 
(6) A collective settlement approval order shal
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(a) a class member who is domiciled in the United Kingdom on the domicile date  
may opt out of the collective settlement; and  

 

t in to the collective settlement. 

 
ho opts out of the collective settlement by notifying the class 

representative in a manner and by a time specified in the collective settlement 

(b) a person who is not domiciled in the United Kingdom on the domicile date and 

 by a time specified in the collective settlement approval order. 
 

ttlement, the settlement 
representative must give notice of the terms of the settlement and its approval, in a form 

 
(9) al order may be made at the same time 

as an application for a collective settlement order. 

Costs  

26.
warded to or against a represented 

nd  

AMENDMENTS TO OTHER PARTS OF THE RULES 

Rule 45 Security for Costs  

 

(b) a class member who is not domiciled in the United Kingdom on the domicile 
date may op

 
(7) A collective settlement approval order binds all class members except— 

(a) a person w

approval order; and 
 

does not opt in to the collective settlement by notifying the class representative in 
a manner and

(8) If the Tribunal approves the proposed collective se

and manner approved by the Tribunal, to the class members and to any other persons as 
the Tribunal may direct.  

 An application for a collective settlement approv

COSTS AND FEES 

 (1)  Subject to paragraph (2), in opt-out collective proceedings costs may be awarded to or 
against the class representative, but may not be a
person who is not the class representative, save that  

 
(a) if the Tribunal has approved the appointment of a class representative for a sub-

class, costs associated with the determination of the common issues for the sub-
class may be awarded to or against that person, and not the class representative 
or the whole class; af

 
(b) costs associated with the determination of individual issues in accordance with 

rule 16(2)(c) may be awarded to or against the relevant individual represented 
persons.  

 
(2) Costs relating to an application made by a class member, whether or not he is a 

represented person pursuant to a collective proceedings order, may be awarded to or 
against that class member. 
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The insertion of a new paragraph 45(5)(
 

(h) the claimant has been authorised to act as the class representative in collective 
proceedings under rule [   ] and there is reason to believe that the claimant will be 

h)  

unable to pay the defendant’s costs if ordered to do so.  
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